Q & A

NUMC Formal Sealed Bid Proposal # MC98-01184-5394

LABORATORY COURIER SERVICE

See RFI responses below in red:

1) Current annual contract? $10,000 (included Blood Drive)
2) What was total number of STAT requests in 2023? Around 50 STATs
3) What to enter in front of “GUARANTEED DELIVERY DATE” on Page 1? Any bid received after January 18, 2024 @11:00 A.M. will not be accepted.
4) What to enter on Page 3 for the purpose of this bid (courier services)? IF YOUR PRODUCT DOES NOT CONTAIN TOXIC SUBSTANCES, PLEASE SIGN THE FOLLOWING (page 3)
5) Does #16 (Guaranteed Delivery Date) on Page 8 apply to this bid? # 16 is not checked off on page 4
6) Would you consider $1,000,000 for Umbrella Liability Insurance for the purpose of this bid? # 30A is not checked off on page 4
7) What is Pay ID on Page 45? W9
8) How big is the equipment/supplies movement and what is the frequency – Page 46? The movement that occurs is mostly under our STAT. On average, the supplies are 2-5lbs. The heaviest is 20lbs which at most is 10x a year.